
ELIZA  BASKET  TUTORIAL
a modified one hour basket

based on the pattern by Hearts and Bees
tutorial by Laura McDowell Hopper & Mitch Hopper

Share your basket on Instagram with #elizabasket and #sonicstitchesquilts so I can see your beautiful work!
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SUPPLIES

FABRIC
Background and Handles: 1 yard

Flying geese: 1/8 yard
Interfacing of your choice: 1/2 yard

TOOLS
Scoring tool, bone folder, 
Add-A-Quarter Ruler or 
ruler with a 1/4” line, 

glue stick, thread snips
rotary cutter, cutting mat

PATTERNS
Sonic Stitches Flying Geese Template 

One Hour Basket Tutorial by Hearts 
and Bees (available on Craftsy)

Length Width Number to cut

Exterior Front A 18.5” 4.25” 1

Exterior Front B Geese Panel

Exterior Front C 3.5” 3.5” 2

Exterior Front D 18.5” 3.25” 1

Exterior Back 18.5” 10” 1

Interior 18.5” 10” 2

Handles 9” 5” 2

Geese A 4.5” 3” 8

Geese B 3” 2.5” 16

Body Interface 18.5” 10” 2

Handle Interface 9” 1.25” 2

CUTTING  INSTRUCTIONS
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ASSEMBLE  FLYING  GEESE 

Cut all fabric and interfacing using instructions on 
previous page. You will have left over scraps from 
pieces Geese A and Geese B. Cutting instructions 
are designed for beginner foundation paper 
piecing. Make sure your printer is not scaled to fit 
paper and print the Sonic Stitches Flying Geese 
Template at the end of this tutorial. Test the 1” 
scale bar for size accuracy. Cut out both flying 
geese templates along the dashed line. 

Use a scoring tool to make perforations along all 
lines of both flying geese templates. This step is 
not required, but the helps the paper pull out 
easily at the end. Fold a sharp crease on all lines on 
both templates. Folding each line in advance 
makes piecing faster.

1

Use a glue stick (I use UHU stic) to glue one Geese 
A piece to the triangle labeled 1A on the flying 
geese template. This piece should be glued with 
the wrong side facing the back (unnumbered) side 
of the template. Fold the template along the line 
between spaces 1A and 2B. Use your Add-A-
Quarter ruler to trim piece 1A to a quarter inch 
beyond the fold line. 

Place one Geese B piece along the cut fabric line of 
piece 1A. If you are using two printed fabrics, make 
sure they are facing right sides together. Test the 
size of your piece out to make sure the Geese B 
piece extends at least 1/4” beyond all lines of 
template space 2B when it is folded open. Pin the 
fabrics as shown if you’d like. Flip the template 
over and sew along the line on the front of the 
template between spaces 1A and 2B. Trim threads. 
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Use a bone folder to press piece 2B open. This is 
what the back of your template should look like.  

This is what the front of your template should look 
like at this step. 

2

Fold template along the line between spaces 1A 
and 3B and trim the fabric to 1/4” beyond the fold 
line. 

Place one Geese B piece on the cut fabric line, 
making sure the piece extends at least 1/4” 
beyond all lines of template space 3B. If you are 
using two prints, make sure they are facing right 
sides together.  Flip the template over and sew 
along the line between spaces 1A and 3B. Use a 
bone folder to press piece 3B open. 
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This is what the back of your flying geese template 
should look like now. Fold the template along the 
line below space 4A and trim fabric to 1/4” beyond 
the fold line. Place one Geese A piece along the 
cut fabric line, right sides together. Flip the 
template over and sew piece Geese A along the 
line below space 4A.Press piece 4A open with a 
bone folder. Repeat steps to assemble template. 

This is what the back of your template should look 
like when you’ve pieced all the geese on one 
template. 

3

This is what the front of your template should look 
like when you’ve pieced all the geese on one 
template. 

Trim all fabric along the outer dashed line so the 
fabric and template are the exact same size. 
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This is what your first trimmed flying geese 
template should look like. Repeat all steps to make 
the second flying geese template. 

This is what both of the completed flying geese 
templates should look like. 

4

Sew the two flying geese templates together 
numerically  along the solid lines at the top of the 
first template and the bottom of the second 
template. 

This is what your full flying geese template should 
look like. 
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Attach one Exterior Front C piece to each short 
side of the flying geese template using the solid 
line on each short side as your guide. The flying 
geese panel should now measure 18.5” by 3.5”. 
Remove all papers from the flying geese panel.

Sew piece Exterior Front A to the top of the flying 
geese panel using a 1/4” seam allowance. Sew 
piece Exterior Front D to the bottom of the flying 
geese panel using a 1/4” seam allowance. The full 
exterior front piece should measure 18.5” by 10”

5

Sew or fuse completed exterior front and exterior 
back pieces to an interfacing of your choice. For a 
sturdy fat quarter basket that can handle the 
weight of your stash, I recommend using Soft and 
Stable by Annie’s. You’re now ready to assemble 
your basket!

Download the One Hour Basket Tutorial by Hearts 
and Bees, available on Craftsy, and follow all 
assembly instructions with these instructions: 

• All interior seam allowances: 5/8”
• All exterior seam allowances: 1/2” 
• Assemble handles with Handles Interface pieces    

tucked inside for additional stability
• At steps 5 and 6, cut squares at 2.5” each

ASSEMBLE  EXTERIOR  FRONT  PANEL


